CCP Workshop Series Spring/Summer Term 2006 (1 of 2)

Fridays, 13:00 – 14:00 in CCP seminar room (Unless otherwise stated)

THURSDAY

12.1.2006 Necmeddin Bagdadioglu (CCP): Bridging Two Continents by Cross-Border Trade: Eurasia and Turkish Energy Reform

20.1.2006 Robert Sugden (ECO, UEA): Libertarian Paternalism and Consumer Protection

27.1.2006 Russell Pittman (DoJ Antitrust Division): Where Vertical Separation Meets Transactions Cost Economics: Restructuring the Russian Railway and Electricity Sectors

3.2.2006 SCI 3.05 Russell Pittman (DoJ Antitrust Division): Where Vertical Separation Meets Transactions Cost Economics: Restructuring the Russian Railway and Electricity Sectors

3.2.2006 SCI 3.05 Adrian Majumdar (RBB Economics & CCP): Selective Price Cutting and Fidelity Rebates

10.2.2006 Double Header on Consumer Search:
1-2 Norman Ireland (Warwick): Firms’ Strategies for Reducing the Effectiveness of Consumer Price Search
2:30-3:30 [Informal “Sleeves Rolled Up” session] Chris Wilson (CCP & ECO): The Relative Evils of Search and Switching Costs

17.2.2006 Thibaud Vergé (University of Toulouse): The Economics of Vertical Restraints

24.2.2006 Tina Chang (CCP): Consumer Search with Information Advantage

3.3.2006 Bruno Jullien (IDEI, University of Toulouse): Two Sided Markets

10.3.2006 Pinar Guven Uslu (CCP & MGT): Uses of Performance Measures in NHS Trusts

17.3.2006 Fabien Bergès-Sennou (INRA and University of Toulouse): The Role of a Producer’s Exclusion in Retailer’s Buying Power

24.3.2006 Chris Townley (OFT): The Relevance of Public Policy in Article 81 EC Treaty

31.3.2006 Michael Harker and Morten Hviid (Both CCP & LAW): The Incentive Effects of Private Enforcement
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EASTER BREAK [Easter 13.4 -17.4]

28.4.2006 Bruce Lyons and Andrei Medvedev (CCP/ECO & CCP): Bargaining over Remedies in Merger Regulation

5.5.2006 Okeoghene Odudu (Kings College London): Collusion


18.5.2006 Catherine Waddams, Chris Wilson & Tina Chang (CCP/MGT, CCP/ECO & CCP): Consumer Search and Switching: Much Still to Gain

19.5.2006 Kathryn Wright (CCP): Judicial Tools for the Uniform Application of EC Antitrust Enforcement Rules

26.5.2006 Greg Shaffer (Simon School of Business, University of Rochester): Exclusionary Discounts

30.5.2005 Joe Farrell (University of California, Berkeley): Efficiency and Competition Between Payment Instruments

9.6.2006 Double Seminar Session
1-2 Hussein Kassim (CCP & Birkbeck): The Reform of EU Competition Policy: A New Institutionalist Approach
2-3 Heiko Hesse (World Bank, Yale & Nuffield): Predicting UK Merger Control Outcomes

16.6.2006 Alex Gaudeul (CCP & ECO): Do Consumers Care About Software Licensing?

23 & 24 Jointly with ESRC Centre for Economic Learning and Social Evolution (ELSE)
6.2006 Institute for Fiscal Studies, London Consumer Behaviour and Bounded Rationality

30.6.2006 Catherine Ball (CCP & ECO: Vertical Differentiation in Two-Sided Markets